The May 2012 Emilia (Italy) earthquakes: preliminary interpretations on the seismogenic source and the origin of the coseismic ground effects
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1. Introduction

On May 20, 2012, a Mw 5.9 earthquake (T1) occurred in the Emilia-Romagna Region of northern Italy. This was preceded by a Mw 4.1 foreshock on May 19, 2012, and followed by several aftershocks, including two Mw 5.1 events, both on the same day. On May 29, 2012, a second strong event of Mw 5.8 (T2) hit the same region, with its epicenter ca. 12 km to the WSW of the first mainshock, T1.

The epicentral area of the seismic sequence covers an alluvial lowland that is occupied by both agricultural and urbanized areas, and there were 17 casualties and about 14,000 people left homeless. For both of the mainshocks, the focal mechanism solutions indicate low-angle reverse faulting with a WNW-ESE-trending ruptures that originated at a depth of 6.3 km for the T1, and 10.2 km for T2 (ISIDe, http://iside.rm.ingv.it). These events occurred along the ca. E-W-striking outermost active sector of the northern Apennines thrust front that is currently buried by a thick Miocene–Quaternary foredeep and thrust-top siliciclastic succession (mainly turbidites and alluvial deposits) that fill the basin of the Po Plain. The presence of seismogenic thrust structures was already known for this area, based on historical seismicity records, subsurface geological data, and geomorphological observations [Burrato et al. 2003, CPTI Working Group 2011, DISS Working Group 2010, Scrocca et al. 2007]. However, the occurrence of the 2012 seismic events provided new input for the characterization of the seismogenic sources and gave rise to new questions. For example, the occurrence of two close events in space and time of similar magnitude raise the need to further understand the relationships between the two seismogenic sources at depth (single segmented fault, or two faults).

Geological surveys soon after a mainshock can provide crucial information about the occurrence (or absence) at the surface of coseismic deformation features either of primary (i.e., surface faulting) and/or of secondary (created by seismic shaking) origin. Although the magnitude of the two mainshocks (5.9 and 5.8) were just above the magnitude limit of surface-faulting earthquakes [e.g., Wells and Coppersmith 1994], several reports, as well as the present study, have indicated the absence of surface faulting (i.e., blind faulting). In contrast, extensive evidence of secondary effects were reported, which were mostly represented by earthquake-induced liquefaction features [e.g., Report DPC_1 2012, Report Regione Emilia Romagna and DPC 2012, and other reports available on-line]. Although not spatially associated with coseismic surface faulting, liquefaction distribution can provide important information about liquefaction hazard assessment for future earthquakes, in terms of maximum distance estimation of expected liquefaction effects, once the potential seismogenic source and its expected magnitude and liquefaction susceptibility at the epicentral area are known [e.g., Obermeier 1996, Galli 2000]. Furthermore, the magnitude threshold for producing liquefaction (i.e., 5.0-5.5) is similar to the magnitude threshold for producing significant earthquake damage. In Italy, indeed, several dense populated areas next to seismogenic sources with potential magnitudes ≥ ca. 5.0 lie on sediments with moderate to high liquefaction susceptibility [Galli 2000, DISS Working Group 2010]. Moreover, field observations of liquefaction distribution can contribute to better definition of the magnitude/farthest liquefaction distance relationships used for magnitude estimation in paleoseismological studies [Obermeier 1996, Galli 2000].

In the present study, we provide a preliminary model of the seismogenic source(s) responsible for the two mainshocks, by comparing the seismic reflection profile interpretation with the available seismological and interferometric data. Furthermore, we show the coseismic ground effects that were observed in the epicentral area during two field survey campaigns: the first conducted after the May 20, 2012, event and the second soon after the May 29, 2012, earthquake, when several sites were revisited to observe the occurrence of newly formed or ‘re-activated’ liquefaction
features. Hence, we discuss the origin and location of the coseismic features observed in the context of the local geological–geomorphological setting and with respect to the epicentral distance. Finally, we provide our interpretation for the question: “Why did the mainshock ruptures not break the surface?”

2. Tectonic and structural setting

The Emilia 2012 seismic sequence activated the buried central sector of the northern Apennine outer thrust fronts. This arc-shaped part of the Apennines is composed of several N(NE)-verging compressive structures (mainly folds and blind thrusts), which developed in the Miocene–Quaternary foredeep basin of the Po Plain – north Adriatic.

The basin infill consists of Quaternary near-shore/continental deposits and siliciclastic Neogene hemipelagic, foredeep and shallow-water sediments resting on top of the Mesozoic passive margin succession, which is mainly composed of carbonates, with Triassic dolomites and evaporites at the base. The top of the carbonate sequence generally corresponds to the upper part of the pelagic Scaglia Fm. or to the shallow-water carbonates of the Bagnolo Fm., which is limited to the SW part of the study area [Fantoni and Franciosi 2010]. The main facies and thickness variations of the Po basin sedimentary infill mainly derive from the foredeep fragmentation operated by the syn-sedimentary growth of thrust related folds, which has been active from Messinian to present times [Ghielmi et al. 2010, and references therein]. The Quaternary activity of the compressive structures is testified by geological [Regione Emilia Romagna and Eni-Agip 1988, Boccaletti et al. 1985, Scrocca et al. 2007, Toscani et al. 2009], geomorphological [Burrato et al. 2003], geodetic [Devoti et al. 2011], and seismological [DISS Working Group 2010, CPTI Working Group 2011] data. Moreover, borehole breakouts from deep wells and stress inversions from focal mechanism solutions [Montone et al. 2012] indicate that \( \sigma_{max} \) trends near perpendicular to the attitude of the thrust faults in the subsurface.

3. Preliminary interpretation of the seismogenic sources

The Emilia-Romagna seismic sequence affected an area that is characterized by three major buried structural highs that are delimited to the south by the so-called ‘Pedeapenninic Thrust Front’, as defined by Boccaletti et al. [1985]. The WNW-ENE striking Occhiobello-Ficarolo anticline represents the northernmost ridge, which is a north-verging thrust-related anticline, and is delimited to the south by a minor back-thrust. The displacement achieved by the southdipping thrust (Figure 1a, b, Th1) is low and the fault remains blind at depth. Towards the south, a prominent ridge runs from Ferrara–Bondeno to immediately south of Poggio Rusco, and this strongly deforms and uplifts the entire siliciclastic and carbonate succession. In the western sector, two near-parallel anticlines that trend WNW-ESE comprise the structural high. The northern anticline is buried and limited to the south by a shallow back-thrust (Figure 1a, b), and it affects the Quaternary sediments, as suggested by the interpretation of seismic reflection profiles. The second thrust-related anticline (Figure 1a, b, Th3) clearly truncates and deforms the shallow siliciclastic succession, including the Quaternary strata, and disappears to the east of Finale Emilia. The thrust fault shows low displacement near to the top of the carbonate succession and gently dips towards the hinterland (Figure 1a, b, Th3). However, at a depth of more than 5 km, the continuity of the thrust is unclear on the seismic profiles, possibly due to interference with the innermost and more complex structure corresponding to the Cavone–Mirandola–San Felice sul Panaro structural high. In the western sector, this latter structure is arc-shaped in the map view, and shows an apex located immediately north of Mirandola. A set of (at least two) relatively small, north-verging detachment anticlines involves only the Neogene fine-grained sediments and are detached above the top of the carbonates, corresponding to the Scaglia Fm. (Figure 1b, c, Th5). The Scaglia Fm. reflector is affected, with a small offset, by the thrust Th4 and back-thrust faults (Figure 1b, c), and is involved in a thrust-related anticline. Both the thrust fault and the anticline are well constrained by several wells tied to the seismic line (Camurana 2, San Felice sul Panaro 1, Spada 1, Bignardi 1, 1dir, and the wells in the Cavone oil field) (Figure 1c) and were described in fine detail in the hydrocarbon storage potential evaluation of the Rivara field (www.ERGRivarastorage.com). The second earthquake (Figure 1, T2) clearly occurred underneath the Mirandola–San Felice sul Panaro structural high. Ground deformation provided by DinSAR data (Figure 1a) also supports this interpretation, and in addition, the fringes distribution might suggest that two separate sources are responsible for the two main events (Fig. 1a, T1, T2).

This hypothesis, however, does not fit with the subsurface geology of the area that was reconstructed by seismic reflection profile interpretations and well data. Indeed, the thrust fault that affects the carbonate sequence and is responsible for the Mirandola–San Felice sul Panaro anticline remains shallower, as at least 3 km above the T2 hypocenter (10.2 km in depth), even though possible errors and uncertainties might derive from the regional velocity model for the hypocentral locations (ISIDe database) and from the time-to-depth conversion of the seismic profiles. Moreover, the curved attitude of the buried thrust fault is oblique with respect to the distribution of ground deformation achieved by the INSAR data, which are commonly elliptical for thrust faults with the long axis parallel to the trend of the fault.

In light of this evidence and these preliminary results, we suggest that the T1 event (6.3 km in depth) originated along the Th2 buried thrust, and slipped along this fault (probably
Figure 1. (a) Structural map of the western sector of the northern Apennines fold-and-thrust belt affected by the Emilia 2012 seismic sequence. The main events (M > 4) are located along the two main central ridges corresponding, from north to south, to the Ferrara-Bondeno–Poggio Rusco and the Mirandola–San Felice sul Panaro structures, respectively. Gray lines, fringes pattern obtained from the Radarsat-1 (l = 5.6 cm) interferogram [Atzori et al. 2012], showing the cumulative deformation from both the May 20, 2012, and the May 29, 2012, earthquakes (preseismic image of May 12, 2012, and postseismic image of June 12, 2012). The numbers indicate the progressive fringes used to calculate the total uplift across the epicentral area of the two main shocks (T1 and T2). (b, c) Schematic geological cross-sections (Line 1, Line 2) obtained from time-to-depth conversion of industrial seismic reflection profiles. The traces reported in (a) as line 2 is modified from the ERG GasStorage study. The hypocenters of the earthquakes within a strip of about 20 km of width and centered on the line trace are reported. Blue curves on top of the cross-sections, uplift in centimeters, obtained from the DinSAR data interpretation reported in (a). The deformation data were calculated along cross-sections where the ground deformation was maximal (see the traces Sb and Sc in (a)) and are projected parallel to the attitude of the thrust faults in the subsurface.
with a prominent ESE-wards direction), but did not break the surface. This interpretation is also supported by the DinSAR fringes pattern, which are located in the back-limb/crestal zone of the thrust-related anticline (Figure 1a, b).

For the second event, we propose two alternative hypotheses:

1) The T2 event originated on a more westerly segment of the same Th2 thrust that underlies the Ferrara–Bondeno–Poggio Rusco anticline. In such a case, it is possible that the entire Th2 structure is separated into two segments by a transverse fault zone that is NNE-SSW-striking, and is likely to be localized close to the T1 hypocenter. This hypothesis is in agreement with the bi-elliptical pattern of the coseismic ground deformation provided by the DinSAR analysis. Moreover, the occurrence of transverse Mesozoic structures in this zone has also been suggested by studies of subsurface data [Fantoni and Franciosi 2010]. This hypothesized transverse element, therefore, might represent a pre-existing cross-structure (inherited from pre-Quaternary tectonic phases) that acted as a segment barrier (in the sense of Pizzi and Galadini [2009]) during the rupture of the single fault segment.

2) The T2 event could be related to the Th3 thrust which runs parallel to the outermost thrust, but which ends towards the ESE, close to Finale Emilia. In this case, the thrust fault reported in Figure 1b should deepen abruptly up to 10 km in depth in its southern part where, unfortunately, the seismic profile has poor resolution.

4. Coseismic ground effects

Two field survey campaigns conducted after the May 20, 2012, event (on May 24 and 28, 2012) and soon after the May 29, 2012, event allowed the detailed mapping of the coseismic ground effects observed in the epicentral areas. Although special care was taken to find evidence of primary coseismic thrust faulting, no conclusive evidence for surface faulting was observed in the field. This lack of evidence, however, is in agreement with the blind nature of the seismogenic source and it is supported by seismological and DinSAR analysis [Atzori et al. 2012]. However, although the main fault rupture did not reach the surface, the epicentral area showed secondary structures (induced by seismic shaking). These mostly consisted of a variety of liquefaction-related features (Figure 2), including fissures through which sediment was vented, and isolated sand-blows and fractures, and rarely craters. Excluding the particular case of the Sant’Agostino–Mirabello alignment (discussed later in this section), liquefaction features were extensively observed in very flat agricultural areas, which represented the Holocene alluvial lowlands. They generally consisted of long fissures, i.e., dike intersections with the ground surface, through which sand vented, forming belt-like linear sand bodies (Figure 2a). Individual fissures were commonly several meters long, but the alignment of enechelon fissures several tens of meters long was not unusual. Sediment vented to the surface typically consisted of bluish-grey silty-sand, sometimes with pieces of organic matter (a...
collected sample that we analyzed in the laboratory provided: silt 15%, fine sand 70%, and medium sand 15%). Thicknesses of vented sediments of 0.15 m to 0.2 m were not unusual along the fissures, from where they tapered laterally with a slope angle of about 6° to 10°. Statistical analysis of the fissure trend did not show any clear preferential orientations, although more than 70% of the strike data fall within the sector ranging from N90°E to N140°E (again, excluding the Sant’Agostino–Mirabello alignment).

However, it is of note that the earthquake-induced liquefaction phenomena were not radially distributed around the epicentral areas, but rather, they followed narrow, linear bands of en-echelon fissures and sand blows that corresponded very faithfully to the courses of prehistorical and historical–paleochannels (see Figure 3). Moreover, even though similar paleochannels have already been mapped in the whole epicentral area, most of these liquefaction alignments were concentrated relatively far from the epicenters (e.g., Figure 3, San Martino Spino–Bondeno alignment, Mirandola, Cavezzo).

A very clear N50° to 60° orientation, however, characterizes the ca. 10-12 km long Sant’Agostino–Mirabello align-
ment, where the most impressive liquefaction phenomena originated; i.e., the widest fissures, longest fractures, and largest volume of vented deposits. These occurred after the May 20, 2012, event, which also produced some severe damage to buildings and infrastructure in the urban areas. There were tens- to hundreds-of-meters-long linear fissures (Figure 2c) parallel to the relief, and very large quantities of vented sand locally (Figure 2d), commonly showing several decimeters of downwarping accommodated by graben-type (extensional) structures near the crest of the relief (Figure 2e) and reverse (contractional) structures at the base of the slope (Figure 2b). These suggest that part of the shallower nonliquefiable units (sandy/silty alternations) moved to the NW, probably above the liquefied layer made of fine to medium sand of a deeper paleochannel facies, in response to lateral spreading (Figure 2f). In this case, therefore, liquefaction susceptibility was greatly enhanced and mostly gravity driven, due to the relief with a very gentle slope (2% to 3%), which corresponded to the paleochannel and levees of the Reno river.

Soon after the M$_{L}$ 5.8 event of May 29, 2012, the revisiting of the sites that had liquefaction after the May 20, 2012, mainshock allowed the identification of those where 'reactivation' of liquefaction occurred and those where it did not. The measuring of the distance between (i) the May 20, 2012, epicenter and the related liquefaction features, and (ii) the May 29, 2012, epicenter and both the newly and reactivated liquefaction, allowed a better evaluation of the liquefaction/epicentral distance relationship for each main event, as schematized by the radii of the circles in Figure 3. The farthest liquefaction distances obtained (excluding the Sant'Agostino–Mirabello alignment) for the May 20 and 29, 2012, events are in good agreement with those provided by Obermeier [1996] for shallow (<50 km) earthquakes with magnitudes around 5.8 to 6.0. Including the farthest distance of the Sant'Agostino–Mirabello alignment for the May 20, 2012, event (Figure 3, larger gray circle), instead, the value falls at the boundary of the curve limiting the field of the shallow earthquakes provided by Obermeier [1996].

5. Discussion and conclusions

Although a preliminary interpretation of the seismogenic sources has been discussed previously (see Section 3), we provide here a further discussion based on the results of coseismic ground effects presented above. The first point to note is: why did the rupture not break the surface? In agreement with the results provided by the available reports, indeed, the present study indicates the lack of evidence that the coseismic thrust faulting reached the ground surface, even though the magnitude values of the two main shocks (5.9 and 5.8) were just above the magnitude limit for surface-faulting earthquakes [e.g., Wells and Coppersmith 1994]. Although detailed studies show that – in the mid-to-long term – high subsidence and sedimentation rates are among the main factors that control the blind setting of the outer thrust fronts in the Po Plain [e.g., Carminati et al. 2003], these factors do not fully explain why during a single earthquake large enough to produce surface faulting, primary coseismic evidence is not observed at surface. Therefore, we suggest that two further possible causes can help to find an answer to this question. First, the Plio–Quaternary sequence of the Po Plain that overlies the Mesozoic–Cenozoic rocks consists of unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sediments with a thickness ranging from several hundreds of meters to a few kilometers. Therefore, such a geological setting provides strong attenuation as the displacement propagates upwards from seismogenic depths, as a result of strain absorption by intergranular shear. Secondly, if we consider the low-angle geometry of the seismogenic thrust source (as suggested in Section 3), then it is clear that a much larger ruptured area is required for the fault to reach the surface with respect to a high-angle fault (e.g., a high-angle reverse, back-thrust or normal fault). Based on the coseismic evidence for recent Italian earthquakes, we argue that similar magnitude earthquakes might be capable of surface faulting, like the M 6.0, Umbria-Marche 1997 earthquake, if the fault dip is ≥50˚ to 60˚ and a bedrock (lithified) fault plane was already exposed at, or very close to, the surface. Similarly, following the M 6.3, L'Aquila 2009 event, clear evidence for surface faulting away from the central sector of the Paganica fault was seen only at the Colle Enzano and Mount Stabiata localities [e.g., Falcucci et al. 2009, Boncio et al. 2010], just in correspondence with the local (along-strike) bedrock fault-plane exposure.

The second point comes from the evidence that the earthquake-induced liquefaction fissures (excluding the lateral spreading at the Sant'Agostino–Mirabello alignment) were: (i) frequently striking between E-W and NW-SE; and (ii) not radially distributed away from the epicenters, but rather concentrated quite far from the epicenters. Based on this evidence, we suggest that although it is clear that there was primary control through the paleochannel pattern, also ‘remote’ tectonic control might have had a role in the location of the liquefaction. Moreover, it can be noted that most of these liquefaction alignments (e.g., San Martino Spino–Bondenzo, Mirandola and Cavezzo) roughly corresponded to the outermost fringes detected by the interferometric analysis (Figure 3) at the boundary of the coseismically uplifted areas, and overlaying the crestal zone of the buried Th2 thrust-related anticline (Figure 1b). In this view, it can be argued that fissuring might have been favored by bending-moment extensional ‘fracturing’ [see Belabbès et al. 2009, and references] that developed coseismically by thrust-generated flexure above the growing anticline. Clearly, at present, these interpretations are only preliminary for which more detailed studies are definitely needed in the near future.
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